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Abstract
We survey evaluation games for rst-order logic and least xed point logics, and
discuss their algorithmic complexity.
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1 Logic and complexity
In many areas of logic in computer science one ist interested in the algorithmic
complexity of the common reasoning tasks for a logic. There are numerous such
tasks, but most of them can be easily reduced to two (at least for logics with
reasonable closure properties), namely satisabiliy testing and model checking.
The satisability problem for a logic L and a domain D of structures, takes
formulae  2 L as inputs, and the question to be answered is whether there
exists in D a model for  . The model checking problem (for L on D) asks,
given a structure A 2 D and a formula  2 L, whether A j=  . A closely
related problem is formula evaluation (or query evaluation): Given a structure
A and a formula  (x) (with free variables x), compute the relation dened by
 on A, i.e., the set  
A
:= fa : A j=  (a)g. Obviously, the evaluation problem
for a formula with k free variables on a structure with n elements reduces to
n
k
model checking problems.
Note that a model checking problem has two inputs: a structure and a
formula. We can measure the complexity in terms of both inputs, and this
is what is commonly referred to as the combined complexity of the model
checking problem (for L and D). However, in many cases, one of the two
inputs is xed, and we measure the complexity only in terms of the other. If
we x a structure A, then the model checking problem for L on this structure
amounts to deciding Th
L
(A) := f 2 L : A j=  g, the L-theory of A. The
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complexity of this problem is also called the expression complexity of the
model checking problem (for L on A). In particular for rst-order logic FO
and for monadic second-order logic MSO such problems have a long tradition
in logic and numerous applications. Of even greater importance for many elds
(including nite model theory and databases) are model checking problems for
a xed formula  , which amounts to deciding the model class of  inside D,
Mod
D
( ) := fA 2 D : A j=  g. Due to its relevance for databases, the
complexity of this problem is also called the data complexity of the model
checking problem (for  on D).
Model checking problems, for almost any logic, can be cast as strategy
problems for appropriate model checking games (also called Hintikka games).
With any formula  (x), any structure A (of the same vocabulary as  ), and
any tuple a of elements of A, we associate a Hintikka game G(A;  (a)). It is
played by two players, Verier and Falsier. Verier (sometimes also called
Player 0, or 9, or Eloise) tries to prove that A j=  (a), whereas Falsier
(also called Player 1, or 8, or Abelard) tries to establish that the formula is
false. For rst-order logic, evaluation games are very simple in the sense that
winning conditions are positional, and that the games are well-founded, i.e., all
possible plays are nite (regardless of whether the input structure is nite or
innite). For more powerful logics, notably xed-point logics, model checking
games may have innite plays and more complicated winning conditions.
2 The model checking game for rst-order logic
Let A be a nite structure and  (x) be a relational rst-order formula, which
we assume to be in negation normal form, i.e., built up from atoms and negated
atoms by means of the propositional connectives ^;_ and quantiers 9; 8. Ob-
viously, any rst-order formula can be eÆciently converted into an equivalent
one in negation normal form. The model checking game G(A;  (a)) has po-
sitions ('; ) such that ' is a subformula of  , and  : free(') ! A is an
assignment from the free variables of ' to elements of A. To simplify notation
we usually write '(b) for a position ('; ) where  assigns the tuple b to the
free variables of '. The initial position of the game is  (a).
Verier (Player 0) moves at positions associated to disjunctions and to
formulae starting with an existential quantier. From a position ' _ # she
moves to either ' or #. From a position 9y'(b; y) Verier can move to any
position '(b; c) where c 2 A. Dually, Falsier (Player 1) makes corresponding
moves at conjunctions and universal quantications. At atoms or negated
atoms, i.e., positions '(b) of form b = b
0
, b 6= b
0
, Rb, or :Rb, the game is over.
Verier has won the play if A j= '(b), otherwise Falsier has won.
Model checking games are a way of dening the semantics of a logic. The
equivalence with the standard denition can be proved by a simple induction.
Proposition 2.1 A j=  (a) if, and only if, Verier has a winning strategy
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for the game G(A;  (a)).
This suggests a game-based approach to model checking: Given A and  ,
construct the game G(A;  ) and decide whether Verier has a winning strategy
from the initial position. Let us therefore look a bit closer at strategy problems
for games.
3 The strategy problem for nite games.
Abstractly, we can describe a two-player game with positional winning con-
ditions by a directed graph G = (V; V
0
; E) whose universe V is the set of
positions, where V
0
 V is the set of positions from which Player 0 moves,
and where E  V  V is the set of moves. By V
1
:= V   V
0
we denote
the set of positions from which Player 1 moves. For any position v 2 V , let
vE := fw : (v; w) 2 Eg denote the set of successors of v. To describe the
winning conditions we adopt the convention that Player i loses at positions
v 2 V
i
where no moves are possible (i.e., vE = ;). Alternatively, one could ex-
plicitely include into the game description the sets S
0
; S
1
of winning terminal
positions for each player.
A play of G is a path v
0
v
1
: : : formed by the two players starting from a
given position v
0
. At positions v
n
2 V
0
, Player 0 chooses a move (v
n
; v
n+1
) 2 E,
at v
n
2 V
1
, Player 1 chooses the move. When no moves are available at the
current position, the player who has to choose loses. In case this never occurs
the play goes on innitely and the winner has to be established by a winning
condition on innite plays. For the moment, let us say that innite plays are
won by none of the players.
A strategy for a player is a function dening a move for each situation in
a play where he has to move. Of particular interest are positional strategies,
which do not depend on the history of the play, but only on the current
position. Hence, a positional strategy for Player i in G is a function f : V
i
! V
which indicates a choice (v; f(v)) 2 E for every position v 2 V
i
. A play v
0
v
1
: : :
is consistent with a positional strategy f for Player i if v
n+1
= f(v
n
) for all
v
n
2 V
i
. A strategy for a player is winning from position v
0
if he wins every
play starting from v
0
that is consistent with the strategy. We say that a
strategy is winning on a set W if it is winning from each position inW . Given
a game G, we denote by W
i
(i = 0; 1) the sets of positions from which Player
i has a winning strategy.
A game is called well-founded if all its plays are nite. For instance, the
game graph of a model checking game G(A;  (a)) for a rst-order formula  
is nite if, and only if, A is nite, but the game is well-founded in any case.
In general however, games with nite game graphs need not be well-founded.
A game is called determined if from each position one of the players has
a winning strategy, i.e., if W
0
[ W
1
= V . Well-founded games are always
determined, and so are large classes of more general games (such as games in
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the Borel hierarchy, see [11,12]).
We denote by Game the strategy problem for games (with nite game
graphs and positional winning conditions),
Game = f(G; v) : Player 0 has a winning strategy in G from position vg:
It is obvious that the Game problem can be solved in polynomial time:
Denote by W
n
i
the set of positions from which Player i has a strategy to win
the game in at most n moves. Then W
0
i
= fv 2 V
1 i
: vE = ;g is the set
of winning terminal positions for Player i, and we can compute the sets W
n
i
inductively by
W
n+1
i
:= fv 2 V
0
: vE \W
n
i
6= ;g [ fv 2 V
1
: vE  W
n
i
g
until W
n+1
i
= W
n
i
.
To see that Game can actually be solved in linear time, a little more work
is necessary. The following algorithm is a variant of depth-rst search, and
computes the entire winning sets for both players in time O(jV j+ jEj).
Theorem 3.1 Winning sets of nite games can be computed in linear time.
Proof. We present an algorithm that computes for each position, which
player, if any, has a winning strategy for the game starting at this position.
During the computation three arrays are used:

win[v] contains either 0 or 1 indicating which player wins, or ? if we do not
know yet, or if none of the players has a winning strategy from v;

P [v] contains the predecessors of v; and

n[v] is the number of those successors for which win[v] = ?.
A linear time algorithm for the Game problem
Input: A game G = (V; V
0
; E)
forall v 2 V do ( 1: initialisation )
win[v] := ?
P [v] := ;
n[v] := 0
enddo
forall (u; v) 2 E do ( 2: calculate P and n )
P [v] := P [v] [ fug
n[u] := n[u] + 1
enddo
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forall v 2 V
0
( 3: calculate win )
if n[v] = 0 then Propagate(v, 1)
forall v 2 V   V
0
if n[v] = 0 then Propagate(v, 0)
return win end
procedure Propagate(v, i)
if win[v] 6= ? then return
win[v] := i ( 4: mark v as winning for Player i )
forall u 2 P [v] do ( 5: propagate change to predecessors )
n[u] := n[u]  1
if u 2 V
i
or n[u] = 0 then Propagate(u, i)
enddo
end
The heart of this algorithm is the procedure Propagate(v; i) which is called
any time we have found out that Player i has a winning strategy from posi-
tion v. Propagate(v; i) records this fact and investigates whether we are now
able to determine the winning player for any of the predecessors of v. This is
done by applying the following rules:

If the predecessor u belongs to Player i then this player has a winning
strategy by moving to position v.

If the predecessor u belongs to the opponent, win[u] is undened, and the
winning player has already been determined for all of its successors w, then
win[w] = i for all those successors and Player i wins from u regardless of
the choice of his opponent.
Since parts (4) and (5) are reached only once for each position v, the inner
part of the loop in (5) is executed at most
P
v
jP [v]j = jEj times. Therefore
the running time of the algorithm is O(jV j+ jEj).
The correctness of the value assigned to win[v] is proved by a straightfor-
ward induction on the number of moves in which the corresponding player can
ensure that he wins. Note that the positions satisfying n[v] = 0 in Part 3 are
exactly those without outgoing edges even if n[v] is modied by Propagate.2
Game is known to be a Ptime-complete problem (see [7]). This remains
the case for strictly alternating games, where E  V
0
 V
1
[ V
1
 V
0
. Indeed,
any game can be transformed into an equivalent, strictly alternating one by
introducing for each move (u; v) 2 V
i
V
i
a new node e 2 V
1 i
and by replacing
the move (u; v) by two moves (u; e) and (e; u).
The Game problem (sometimes also called alternating reachability) is a
general combinatorial problem that reappears in dierent guises in many areas.
To illustrate this by an example, we show that the satisability problem for
propositional Horn formula is essentially the same problem as Game.
19
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Satisability for Horn formulae. It is well-known that Sat-Horn, the
satisability problem for propositional Horn formulae is

Ptime-complete [7], and

solvable in linear time [3,8].
Using the Game problem we obtain very simple proofs for both results.
Indeed, Game and Sat-Horn are equivalent under log-lin reductions, i.e.,
reductions that are computable with linear time and logarithmic space. The
reductions are so simple that we can say thatGame and Sat-Horn are really
the same problem.
Theorem 3.2 Sat-Horn is log-lin equivalent to Game.
Proof. Game 
log lin
Sat-Horn: Given a nite game graph G = (V; V
0
; E)
we can construct in time O(jV j + jEj) a propositional Horn formula  
G
con-
sisting of the clauses u  v for all edges (u; v) 2 E with u 2 V
0
, and the
clauses u v
1
^    ^ v
m
for all nodes u 2 V   V
0
where uE = fv
1
; : : : ; v
m
g.
The minimal model of  
G
is precisely the winning set W
0
for Player 0. Hence
v 2 W
0
if the Horn formula  
G
^ (0 v) is unsatisable.
Sat-Horn
log lin
Game: Given a Horn formula  (X
1
; : : : ; X
n
) =
V
i2I
C
i
with propositional variables X
1
; : : : ; X
n
and Horn clauses C
i
of form H
i
 
X
i
1
^    ^ X
i
m
(where the head of the clause, H
i
, is either a propositional
variable or the constant 0) we dene a game G
 
as follows. The positions of
Player 0 are the initial position 0 and the propositional variables X
1
; : : : ; X
n
,
the positions of Player 1 are the clauses of  . Player 0 can move from a posi-
tion X to any clause C with head X, and Player 1 can move from a clause C
to any variable occurring in the body of C. Formally G
 
= (V;E), V = V
0
[V
1
with V
0
= f0g [ fX
1
; : : : ; X
n
g, V
1
= fC
i
: i 2 Ig, and
E = f(X;C) 2 V
0
 V
1
: X = head(C)g [ f(C;X) 2 V
1
 V
0
: X 2 body(C)g:
Player 0 has a winning strategy for G
 
from position X if, and only if,  j= X.
In particular,  is unsatisable if, and only if, Player 0 wins from position 0.2
4 Complexity of rst-order model checking.
Roughly, the size of the model checking game G(A;  ) is the number of dierent
instantiations of the subformulae of  with elements from A. To measure the
size of games, and the resulting time and space bounds for model checking
complexity as precisely as possible, we use, besides formula length j j, the
following parameters. The closure cl( ) is the set of all subformulae of  .
Obviously, jcl( )j  j j and in some cases jcl( )j can be much smaller than
j j. The quantier rank qr( ) is the maximal nesting depth of quantiers in
 , and the width of  is the maximal number of free variables in subformulae,
i.e.,
width( ) = maxfjfree(')j : ' 2 cl( )g:
20
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Instead of considering the width, one can also rewrite formulae with as few
variables as possible.
Lemma 4.1 A rst-order formula  has width k if, and only if, it is equiva-
lent, via a renaming of bound variables, to a rst-order formula with at most
k distinct variable symbols.
Bounded-variable fragments of logics have received a lot of attention in
nite model theory. However, we here state results in terms of formula width
rather than number of variables to avoid the necessity to economise on the
number of variables.
In many cases it is not the best method to construct the full model checking
game explicitly and then solve the strategy problem, since many positions of
the game will not really be needed. Further, as alternating algorithms are
really games, it is not surprising that the best estimates for the complexity
of model checking games often are in terms of alternating complexity classes.
We present an alternating model checking algorithm for rst-order logic that
can be viewed as an on-the-y construction of the model checking game while
playing it.
Theorem 4.2 There is an alternating model checking algorithm that, given
a nite structure A and a rst-order sentence  , decides whether A j=  in
time O(j j+qr( ) log jAj) and space O(j j+width( ) log jAj) (assuming that
atomic statements are evaluated in constant time).
Proof. We present a recursive alternating procedure ModelCheck(A; ;  ),
which given A, a formula  that may contain free variables, and an assignment
 : free( )! A, decides whether A j=  [].
ModelCheck(A; ;  )
Input: a rst-order formula  in negation normal form,
a nite structure A (with universe A),
an assignment  : free( ) ! A
if  is an atom or negated atom then
if A j=  [] accept else reject
if  =  _ # then do
guess ' 2 f; #g, and let 
0
:=  j
free(')
ModelCheck(A; 
0
; ')
if  =  ^ # then do
universally choose ' 2 f; #g, and let 
0
:=  j
free(')
ModelCheck(A; 
0
; ')
if  = 9x' then do
guess an element a of A
ModelCheck(A; [x 7! a]; ')
if  = 8x' then do
21
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universally choose an element a of A
ModelCheck(A; [x 7! a]; ')
A straightforward induction shows that the procedure is correct. The time
needed by the procedure is the depth of the syntax tree of  plus the time
needed to produce the variable assignments. On each computation path, at
most qr( ) elements ofA have to be chosen and each element needs log jAj bits.
Hence the time complexity is O(j j + qr( ) log jAj). During the evaluation
the algorithm needs to maintain a pointer to the current position in  and
to store the current assignment, which requires free(') log jAj bits for the
current subformula '. Hence the space needed by the algorithm is O(j j +
width( ) log jAj). 2
Theorem 4.3 The model checking problem for rst-order logic is Pspace-
complete. For any xed k  2, the model checking problem for rst-order
formulae of width at most k is Ptime-complete.
Proof. Membership in these complexity classes follows immediately from
Theorem 4.2 via the facts that alternating polynomial time coincides with
polynomial space and alternating logarithmic space coincides with polynomial
time.
Completeness follows by straightforward reductions from known complete
problems. QBF, the evaluation problem for quantied Boolean formulae, re-
duces to rst-order model checking on the xed structure (A; P ) with A =
f0; 1g and P = f1g. Given a quantied Boolean formula  , without free propo-
sitional variables, translate it into a rst-order sentence  as follows: replace
every quantication 9X
i
or 8X
i
over a propositional variable X
i
by a corre-
sponding rst-order quantication 9x
i
or 8x
i
and replace atomic propositions
X
i
by atoms Px
i
. Obviously  evaluates to true if, and only if, (A; P ) j= '
0
.
This proves that the expression complexity and the combined complexity of
rst-order model checking is Pspace-complete.
To see that the model-checking problem for rst-order formulae of width
two is Ptime-complete, we reduce to it the Game-problem for strictly alter-
nating games, with Player 0 moving rst. For n 2 N we construct inductively
formulae  
n
by
 
0
(x) := 8y:Exy
 
2n+1
(x) := 9y(Exy ^  
2n
(y))
 
2n+2
(x) := 8y(Exy !  
2n+1
(y)):
Obviously  
n
has width two, and for any strictly alternating game G =
(V; V
0
; E), Player 0 can win in n moves from position v 2 V
0
(for odd n)
or v 2 V
1
(for even n) if, and only if, G j=  
n
(v). Now, if Player 0 has a
winning strategy from v 2 V
0
, then she also has one for winning in at most
n moves, where n = jV j, since otherwise the game will be caught in a loop.
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Hence any instance G; v for the Game-problem (for strictly alternating games
with v 2 V
0
) can be reduced to the instance G;  
n
(v) of the model checking
problem for rst-order formulae of width two. 2
The argument for Ptime-completeness applies in fact already to proposi-
tional modal logic ML [6]. Instead of the formulae  
n
(x) constructed above,
take the modal formulae dened by '
0
:= 2false, '
2n+1
= 3 
2n
, and '
2n+2
:=
2'
2n+1
.
Corollary 4.4 The model checking problem for ML is Ptime-complete.
If we consider a xed formula  , Theorem 4.2 tells us that the data com-
plexity of rst-order logic is much lower than the expression or combined
complexity.
Corollary 4.5 For every rst-order sentence  , fA : A nite;A j=  g 2
Alogtime. In particular, the evaluation problem for any xed rst-order
sentence can be computed deterministically with logarithmic space.
5 Least xed-point logics
Fixed point logics extend a basic logical formalism (like rst-order logic, con-
junctive queries, or propositional modal logic) by a constructor for forming
xed points of relational operators. Note that any formula  (R; x), of vocabu-
lary  [fRg and with a tuple of variables x whose length matches the arity of
R, denes, for every  -structure A, an update operator F
 
: P(A
k
) ! P(A
k
)
on the class of k-ary relations on A, namely
F
 
: R 7! fa : (A; R) j=  (R; a)g:
If R happens to occur only positive in  , then the operator F
 
is monotone,
and in that case it has a least xed point lfp(F
 
) and a greatest xed point
gfp(F
 
). Least and greatest xed points can also be constructed inductively.
The stages of an operator F are the sets X

( an ordinal), dened by
X
0
:= ;;
X
+1
:= F (X

); and
X

:=
[
<
X

for limit ordinals :
The sequence of stages of a monotone operator is increasing and hence
eventually reaches a xed point, which coincides with the least xed point.
The greatest xed point can be constructed by a dual induction, starting with
Y
0
= A
k
, setting Y
+1
:= F (Y

), and Y

=
T
<
Y

for limit ordinals. The
decreasing sequence of these stages then eventually converges to the greatest
xed point Y
1
= gfp(F ).
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Lemma 5.1 Let F : P(A
k
) ! P(A
k
) be a monotone operator over a nite
set A. If F is computable in polynomial time (w.r.t. jAj), then so are the xed
points lfp(F ) and gfp(F ).
Least xed point logic, denoted LFP, is the logic dened by adding to
the syntax of rst order logic the following least xed point formation rule: If
 (R; x) is a formula of vocabulary  [ fRg with only positive occurrences of
R, if x is a tuple of variables and t a tuple of terms (such that the lengths of
x and t match the arity of R), then
[lfpRx :  ](t) and [gfpRx :  ](t)
are formulae of vocabulary  . The free rst-order variables of these formulae
are those in (free( )  fx : x in xg) [ free(t).
Semantics. For any  -structure A, providing interpretations for all free vari-
ables in the formula, we have that A j= [lfpRx :  ](t) if t
A
(the tuple of
elements of A interpreting t) is contained in lfp(F
 
), where F
 
is the update
operator dened by  on A. Similarly for greatest xed points.
Example 5.2 Here is a xed-point formula that denes the transitive closure of
the binary predicate E:
TC(u; v) := [lfpTxy : Exy _ 9z(Exz ^ Tzy)](u; v):
Note that in a formula [lfpRx : '](t) there may be additional free variables in '
besides those in x, and these remain free in the xed point formula. They are often
called parameters of the xed point formula. For instance, the transitive closure
can also be dened by the formula
'(u; v) := [lfpTy : Euy _ 9x(Tx ^Exy)](v)
which has u as parameter. It is easy to see that every LFP-formula is equivalent
to one without parameters (at the expense of increasing the arity of xed point
variables).
Example 5.3 The Game problem is LFP-denable, by [lfpWx : '](x) with
'(W;x) := (V
0
x ^ 9y(Exy ^Wy)) _ (:V
0
^ 8y(Exy ! Wy)):
Game plays an important role for LFP. It can be shown, that every LFP-denable
problem can be reduced to Game by a quantier-free translation. Hence Game is
complete for LFP via this notion of reduction, and thus a natural candidate if one
tries to separate a weaker logic from LFP.
A more general variant of LFP permits simultaneous inductions over sev-
eral formulae.
Let  
1
(R; x
1
); : : : ;  
m
(R; x
m
) be formulae of vocabulary  [fR
1
; : : : ; R
m
g,
with only positive occurrences of R
1
; : : : ; R
m
, and let, for each i  m, x
i
be a
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sequence of variables matching the arity of R
i
. Then
S :=
8
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
:
R
1
x
1
:=  
1
.
.
.
R
m
x
m
:=  
m
is a system of update rules, which is used to build formulae [lfp R
i
: S](t) and
[gfp R
i
: S](t) (for any tuple t of terms whose length matches the arity of R
i
).
Semantics: S denes a monotone operator S
A
= (S
1
; : : : ; S
m
) mapping tuples
R = (R
1
; : : : ; R
m
) of relations on A to S
A
(R) = (S
1
(R); : : : ; S
m
(R)) where
S
i
(R) := fa : (A; R) j=  
i
(R; a)g. As the operator is monotone, it has a least
xed point lfp(S
A
) = (R
1
1
; : : : ; R
1
m
). Now A j= [lfpR
i
: S](a) if a 2 R
1
i
.
Similarly for greatest xed points.
While simultaneous xed points do not provide more expressive power
than simple xed points, they permit to write formulae in a more modular
and more readable form.
The duality between least and greatest xed point implies that for any
formula  
[gfpRx :  ](t)  :[lfpRx : : [R=:R]](t)
where  [R=:R] is the formula obtained from  by replacing all occurrences
of R-atoms by their negations. (As R occurs only positive in  , the same is
true for : [R=:R]). Because of this duality, greatest xed points are often
omitted in the denition of LFP. On the other hand, it is sometimes convenient
to keep the greatest xed points, and use the duality (and de Morgan's laws)
to translate LFP-formulae into negation normal form, i.e., to push negations
all the way to the atoms.
From the fact that rst-order operations are polynomial-time computable,
and from Lemma 5.1, we immediately conclude that every LFP-denable prop-
erty of nite strucures is computable in polynomial time.
Proposition 5.4 Let  be in LFP. It is decidable in polynomial time whether
a given nite structure A is a model of  . In short: LFP  Ptime.
The modal -calculus. A fragment of LFP that is of fundamental impor-
tance in many areas of computer science (e.g., in controller synthesis, hardware
verication, and knowledge representation) is the modal -calculus L

. It is
obtained by adding least and greatest xed points to propositional modal logic
ML. In other words L

relates to ML in the same way as LFP relates to FO.
Denition 5.5 The modal -calculus L

extends ML (including proposi-
tional variables X; Y; : : : , which can be be viewed as monadic second-order
variables) by the following rule for building xed point formulae:
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If  is a formula in L

and X is a propositional variable that only occurs
positively in  , then also X: and X: are L

-formulae.
The semantics of these xed point formulae is completely analogous to
the one for LFP. On a transition system G (with universe V , and with inter-
pretations for other free second-order variables that  may have besides X)
 denes the monotone operator F
 
: P(V ) ! P(V ) assigning to every set
X  V the set  
G
(X) := fv 2 V : (G;X); v j=  g. Now
G; v j= X: i v 2 lfp(F
 
)
G; v j= X: i v 2 gfp(F
 
)
As for LFP, one can also allow simultaneous xed point formulae (X : S)
and (X : S) for systems S of update rules, without changing the expresive
power.
Although ML and L

are dened as extensions of propositional logic, it is
often more convenient to view them as fragments of FO and LFP, respectively.
Indeed a modal formula  denes a query on transition systems, associating
with G that set of nodes [[ ]]
G
= fv : G; v j=  g, and this set can equivalently
be dened by an FO- or LFP-formula  

(x). This translation takes an atomic
proposition P
b
to the atom P
b
x, it commutes with the Boolean connectives,
and it translates the modal operators by quantiers as follows:
(hai )

(x) := 9y(E
a
xy ^  

(y))
([a] )

(x) := 8y(E
a
xy !  

(y)):
Finally, a formula of form X:' is translated to [lfpXx : '

](x), and similarly
for greatest xed points. Note that the resulting formula has width two and
can thus be written with only two rst-order variables.
Proposition 5.6 For every formula  2 L

there exists a formula  

(x) 2
LFP of width two, which is equivalent to  in the sense that G; v j=  i
G j=  

(v).
Let us turn to algorithmic issues. The complexity of the model check-
ing problem for L

is a major open problem, as far as combined complexity
and expression complexity are concerned (see Section 6). However, the data
complexity can be settled easily.
Proposition 5.7 (Data complexity of L

) Fix any formula  2 L

. Given
a nite transition system G and a node v it can be decided in polynomial time
whether G; v j=  . Further there exist  2 L

for which the model checking
problem is Ptime-complete.
Proof. As L

is a fragment of LFP, the rst claim is obvious. For the second
claim, recall that the Game-problem for strictly alternating games is Ptime-
complete. Player 0 has a winning strategy from position v 2 V
0
in the game
G = (V; V
0
; E) if, and only if, G; v j= X:32X. 2
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For more information on the -calculus, see [1,2] and the references there.
6 Model checking games for least xed point logic
For least xed point logics, the appropriate evaluation games are parity games.
These are games of possibly innite duration where each position is assigned
a natural number, called its priority, and the winner of an innite play is
determined according to whether the least priority seen innitely often during
the play is even or odd. It is open whether winning sets and winning strategies
for parity games can be computed in polynomial time. The best algorithms
known today are polynomial in the size of the game, but exponential with
respect to the number of priorities. Practically competitive model checking
algorithms for the modal -calculus work by solving the strategy problem for
the associated parity game (see, e.g.,[10]).
Denition 6.1 A parity game is given by a labelled graph G = (V; V
0
; E;
)
where (V; V
0
; E) is a game graph as in Section 2 and 
 : V ! N assigns to
each position a priority. The number of dierent priorities used in the game
is the index of G. Recall that a nite play of a game is lost by the player
who gets stuck, i.e., cannot move. The dierence with the games of Section 2
is that we have dierent winning conditions for innite plays v
0
v
1
v
2
: : :. If
the least number appearing innitely often in the sequence 
(v
0
)
(v
1
) : : : of
priorities is even, then Player 0 wins the play, otherwise Player 1 wins.
The Forgetful Determinacy Theorem for parity games [5] states that these
games are always determined (i.e., from each position one of the players has a
winning strategy) and in fact, positional strategies always suÆce. For proofs,
the reader may consult [16] or [13].
Theorem 6.2 (Forgetful Determinacy) In any parity game the set of po-
sitions can be partitioned into two sets W
0
and W
1
such that Player 0 has
a positional winning strategy on W
0
and Player 1 has a positional winning
strategy on W
1
.
Theorem 6.3 It can be decided in NP \ Co-NP whether a given position in
a parity games is a winning position for Player 0.
Proof. A node v in a parity game G = (V; V
0
; E;
) is a winning position for
Player i if there exists a positional strategy f : V
i
! V which is winning from
position v. It therefore suÆces to show that the question whether a given
f : V
i
! V is a winning strategy for Player i from position v can be decided
in polynomial time. We prove this for Player 0; the argument for Player 1 is
analogous.
Given G and f : V
0
! V we obtain a reduced game graph G
f
= (V;E
f
) by
keeping only the moves that are consistent with f , i.e.,
E
f
= f(v; w) : (v 2 V
i
^ w = f(v)) _ (v 2 V
1 i
^ (v; w) 2 E)g:
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In this reduced game, only the opponent, Player 1, makes non-trivial moves.
We call a cycle in (V;E
f
) odd if the least priority of its nodes is odd. Clearly,
Player 0 wins G from position v via strategy f if, and only if, in G
f
no odd
cycle and no terminating position w 2 V
0
are reachable from v. Since the
reachability problem is solvable in polynomial time, the claim follows. 2
In fact, Jurdzinski [9] proved that the problem is in UP \ Co-UP where
UP denotes the class of NP-problems with unique witnesses. The best known
deterministic algorithms to compute winning partitions of parity games have
running times that are polynomial with respect to the size of the game graph,
but exponential with respect to the index of the game [10].
Theorem 6.4 The winning partition of a parity game G = (V; V
0
; E;
) of
index d can be computed in space O(d  jEj) and time
O

d  jEj 

jV j
bd=2c

bd=2c

:
The unfolding of a parity game. Let G = (V; V
0
; E;
) be a parity game.
We assume that the minimal priority in the range of 
 is even, and that every
node v with minimal priority has a unique successor s(v) (i.e., vE = fs(v)g).
This is no loss of generality. We can always tranform a parity game in such a
way that all nodes with non-maximimal priority have unique successors (i.e.,
choices are made only at the least relevant nodes). If the least priority in the
game is odd we consider instead the dual game (with switched roles of the
players, and priorities decreased by one).
Let T be the set of nodes with minimal priority and let G
 
be the game
obtained by deleting from G all edges (v; s(v)) 2 T  V so that the nodes in
T become terminal positions. We will dene the unfolding of G as a sequence
of games G

(where  ranges over the ordinals) which all coincide with G
 
up to the winning conditions for the terminal positions v 2 T . For every ,
we dene a decomposition T = T

0
[ T

1
where T

i
is the set of v 2 T where
we declare, for the game G

, Player i to be the winner
2
. Further, for every
, we write W

i
for the winning set of Player i in the game G

. Note that
W

i
depends of course on the decomposition T = T

0
[ T

1
(also concerning
positions outside T ). In turn, the decomposition of T for  + 1 depends on
the winning sets W

i
in G

. We set
T
0
0
:= T
T
+1
0
:= fv 2 T : s(v) 2 W

0
g
T

0
:=
\
<
T

0
for limit ordinals :
2
Technically this means that in G

, v is a position in V
1 i
, so that the opponent of Player i
has to move from v, but cannot, and hence loses.
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By determinacy, V = W

0
[ W

1
for all , and with increasing , the
winning sets of Player 0 are decreasing and the winning sets of Player 1 are
increasing: W
0
0
 W
1
0
   W

0
 W
+1
0
    and W
0
1
 W
1
1
   W

1

W
+1
1
    Hence there exists an ordinal  (whose cardinality is bounded by
the cardinality of V ) with W

0
= W
+1
0
=: W
1
0
and W

1
= W
+1
1
=: W
1
1
. We
claim that these xed points coincide with the winning sets W
0
and W
1
for
the original game G.
Lemma 6.5 (Unfolding Lemma) W
0
= W
1
0
and W
1
= W
1
1
.
Proof. It suÆces to dene a strategy f for Player 0 and a strategy g for
Player 1 for the game G, by means of which Player i wins from all positions
v 2 W
1
i
.
Fix rst a winning strategy f

for Player 0 in G

, with winning set W

0
=
W
1
0
. Note that f

trivially extends to a strategy f for the game G, since the
nodes in T have unique successors in G. We claim that f is in fact a winning
strategy in G from all positions v 2 W

0
.
To see this, consider any play v
0
v
1
v
2
: : : in G from position v
0
2 W

0
against
f . Such a play can never leave W

0
. Indeed if v
i
2 W

0
n T then v
i+1
2 W

0
because f is a winning strategy for G

; and if v
i
2 W

0
\ T = W
+1
0
\ T , then
v
i
2 T
+1
0
which implies, by denition of T
+1
0
that v
i+1
= s(v
i
) 2 W

0
. But
a play that never leaves W

0
is necessarily won by Player 0: Either it goes
only nitely often through positions in T , and then it coincides from a certain
point onwards with a winning play in G

, or it goes innitely often through
positions in T in which case Player 0 wins because the minimal priority that
is hit innitely often is even.
To construct a winning strategy for Player 1 in the game G, we dene, for
every node v 2 W
1
1
, the ordinal
(v) := minf : v 2 W

1
g:
Fix, for every ordinal  a winning strategy g

for Player 1 with winning
set W

1
in the game G

and set
g(v) := g
(v)
(v) for all v 2 V
1
n T
and g(v) := s(v) for v 2 V
1
\ T .
Consider any play v
0
v
1
v
2
: : : in G from position v
0
2 W
1
1
against g. We
claim that whenever v
i
2 W
1
1
, then
(1) v
i+1
2 W
1
1
,
(2) (v
i+1
)  (v
i
), and
(3) if v
i
2 T , then (v
i+1
) < (v
i
).
Indeed, if v
i
2 W
1
1
n T and (v
i
) = , then v
i
2 W

1
and therefore (since
Player 1 moves locally according to his winning strategy g

and Player 0
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cannot leave winning sets of her opponent), v
i+1
2 W

1
. But if v
i
2 W
1
1
\ T
and (v
i
) = , then v
i
2 T

1
,  =  + 1 is a successor ordinal, and v
i+1
=
s(v
i
) 2 W

1
(by denition of T

1
). Hence (v
i+1
)   < (v
i
).
Properties (1), (2), and (3) imply that the play stays inside W
1
1
and that
the values (v) are decreasing. Since there are no innite strictly descending
chains of ordinals, the play eventually remains inside W

1
, for a xed , and
outside T (since moves from T would reduce the value of (v)). Hence the
play eventually coincides with a play in G

where Player 1 plays according to
his winning strategy g

. Thus, Player 1 wins. 2
Game semantics for least xed point formulae. For dening evaluation
games for LFP-formulae and analysing the complexity of model checking it is
convenient to make the following assumptions. First, the xed point formulae
should not contain parameters (the reason for this will be discussed below).
Second, the formula should be in negation normal form, i.e., negations apply to
atoms only, and third, it should be well-named, i.e., every xed point variable
is bound only once and the free second-order variables are distinct from xed
point variables. We write D
 
(T ) for the unique subformula in  of form
[fpTx : '(T; x)] (where fp means either lfp or gfp). For technical reasons, we
nally assume that each xed point variable T occurs in D
 
(T ) only inside the
scope of a quantier. This is a common assumption that does not aect the
expressive power. We say that T
0
depends on T , if T occurs free in D
 
(T
0
).
The transitive closure of this dependency relation is called the dependency
order, denoted by @
 
. The alternation level al
 
(T ) of T in  is the maximal
number of alternations between least and greatest xed point variables on the
@
 
-paths from T . The alternation depth ad( ) of a xed point sentence  is
the maximal alternation level of its xed point variables.
Consider now a structure A and an LFP-formula  (x) which we assume to
be well-named, in negation normal form, and without parameters. The model
checking game G(A;  (a)) is a parity game. As in the case of rst-order logic,
the positions of the game are expressions '(b), i.e., subformulae of  that
are instantiated by elements of A. The initial position is  (a). The moves
are as in the rst-order game, except for the positions associated with xed
point formulae and with xed point atoms. At such positions there is a unique
move (by Falsier, say) to the formula dening the xed point. For a more
formal denition, recall that as  is well-named there is, for any xed point
variable T in  , a unique subformula [fp Tx : '(T; x)](y). From position
[fpTx : '(T; x)](b) Falsier moves to '(T; b), and from any xed point atom
Tc he moves to the position '(T; c).
Hence in the case where we do not have xed points the game is the
usual Hintikka game for rst-order logic. Next, we consider the case of a
formula with just one occurrence of a xed point operator which is an lfp. The
intuition is that from position [lfp Tx : '(T; x)](b) Verier tries to establish
that b enters T at some stage  of the xed point induction that is dened
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by ' on A. The game goes to '(T; b) and from there, as ' is a rst-order
formula, Verier can either win the '-game in a nite number of steps, or
she can force it to a position Tc where c enters the xed point at some stage
 < . The game then resumes at position '(c). As any descending sequence
of ordinals is nite, Verier will win the game in a nite number of steps. If
the formula is not true, then Falsier can either win in a nite number of steps
or force the play to go through innitely many positions of form Tc. Hence,
these positions should be assigned priority 1 (and all other positions higher
priorities) so that such a play will be won by Falsier. For gfp-formulae the
situation is reversed. Verier wants to force an innite play, going innitely
often through positions Tc, so gfp-atoms are assigned priority 0.
In the general case, we have a formula  with nested least and greatest
xed points and during an innite play of G(A;  (a)) one may see dierent
xed point variables innitely often. But then one of these variables is the
smallest with respect to the dependency order@
 
. It can be shown that A j=  
i this smallest variable is a gfp-variable (provided players play optimally).
Hence, the priority labelling should assign even priorities to gfp-atoms
and odd priorities to lfp-atoms. Further, if T @
 
T
0
and T; T
0
are xed point
variables of dierent kind, then T -atoms should get lower priority than T
0
-
atoms.
As the index of a parity game is the main source of diÆculty in computing
winning sets, the number of dierent priorities should be kept as small as
possible. To achieve this, we adjust the denition of alternation level and
alternation depth, setting al

 
(T ) := al
 
(T ) + 1 if al
 
(T ) is even (odd) and T
is an lfp-variable (a gfp-variable). In the other cases, al

 
(T ) = al
 
(T ). Finally
let ad

( ) be the maximal value of ad

 
(T ) for the xed point variables in  .
The priority labelling 
 on positions of G(A;  ) is then dened by 
('; ) =
al

 
(T ), if ' = Tx and T is a xed point variable, and 
('; ) = ad

( )
otherwise.
This completes the denition of the game G(A;  (a)). Note that the pri-
ority labelling satises the properties explained above, and that the index of
G(A;  (a)) is at most ad( ) + 1.
Theorem 6.6 Let  (x) be a well-named and parameter-free LFP-formula in
negation normal form, and let A be a relational structure. A j=  (a) if, and
only if, Player 0 has a winning strategy for the parity game G(A;  (a)).
Proof. This is proved by induction on  . The interesting case concerns xed
point formulae  (x) := [gfpTx : '(x)](x).
In the game G(A;  (a)) the positions of minimal priority are the xed
point atoms Tb, which have unique successors '(b). By induction hypothesis
we know that, for every interpretation T
0
of T , (A; T
0
) j= '(a) if, and only
if, Player 0 has a winning strategy for G((A; T
0
); '(a)). By the unfolding of
greatest xed points, we also know that A j= [gfpTx : '(x)](a) if (A; T

) j=
'(a) for all approximations T

.
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By ordinal induction one immediately sees that the games G((A; T

); '(a))
coincide with the unfolding of the game G = G(A;  (a)) to the games G

. By
the Unfolding Lemma we conclude that Player 0 wins the game G(A;  (a)) i
she wins all games G

i (A; T

) j= '(a) for all  i A j=  (a).
For least xed point formulae we proceed by dualization. 2
Clearly, the size of the game G(A;  (a)), (and the time complexity for its
construction) is bounded by jcl( )j  jAj
width( )
. Hence for LFP-formulae of
bounded width, the size of the game is polynomially bounded.
Corollary 6.7 The model checking problem for LFP-formulae of bounded
width is in NP \ Co-NP, in fact in UP \ Co-UP.
By Theorem 6.4 we obtain the following deterministic complexity bounds
for LFP model checking.
Theorem 6.8 Given a nite structure A and a formula  (a) of width k and
alternation depth d, it can be decided whether A j=  (a) in space O(d  jcl( )j 
jAj
k
) and time
O

d
2


jcl( )j  jAj
k
b(d+ 1)=2c

b(d+3)=2c

:
Corollary 6.9 The model checking problem for LFP-formulae of bounded
width and bounded alternation depth is solvable in polynomial time.
As formulae of the -calculus can be viewed as LFP-formulae of width
two, the same bounds apply to L

. (For a dierent approach to this problem,
without mentioning games explicitly, see [15].) It is a well-known open problem
whether the model checking problem for L

can be solved in polynomial time.
In any case, we can show that the problem is Ptime-hard, even under severe
restrictions.
Proposition 6.10 The expression complexity for L

, even for formulae with-
out modal operators (and hence on trivial structures), is Ptime-hard.
Proof. The proof is (again) by reduction fromGame. Let G = (V;E) descibe
a strictly alternating game, with V = V
0
[ V
1
, and E  V
0
 V
1
[ V
1
 V
0
.
Then Player 0 wins G from position u 2 V i the trivial structure consisting
of a single point is a model of the formula (X
u
: S) where S is the system of
rules
X
v
 
_
(v;w)2E
^
(w;z)2E
X
z
where we have variables X
v
for all v 2 V
0
. 2
It is not diÆcult to see that if the model checking problem for L

can
be solved in polynomial time, then the same is true for (parameter-free)
LFP-formulae of width k, for any xed k 2 N . Given a nite structure
A = (A;R
1
; : : : ; R
m
), with relations of R
i
of arities r
i
 k, let G
k
(A) be
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the transition system with universe A
k
, unary relations R

i
= f(a
1
; : : : ; a
k
) :
(a
1
; : : : ; a
r
i
) 2 R
i
g and I
ij
= f(a
1
; : : : ; a
k
) : a
i
= a
j
g, and binary relations
E
j
= f(a; b) : a
i
= b
i
for i 6= jg (for j = 1; : : : ; k) and E

= f(a; b) : b
i
=
a
(i)
for i = 1; : : : ; kg for each substitution  : f1; : : : ; kg ! f1; : : : ; kg. One
can translate formulae  2 LFP of width k into formulae  

2 L

such that
A j=  (a) i G
k
(A); a j=  

. (See [6, pp. 110{111] for details.)
Fixed point formula with parameters. We imposed the condition that
the xed point formulae do not contain parameters. If parameters are allowed,
then, at least with a naive denition of width, Corollary 6.7 is no longer true
(unless UP = Pspace). The intuitive reason is that parameters allow us to
`hide' rst-order variables in xed-point variables. Indeed Dziembowski [4]
proved that QBF, the evaluation problem for quantied Boolean formulae,
can be reduced to evaluating LFP-formulae with two rst-order variables (but
an unbounded number of monadic xed point variables) on a xed structure
with three elements. Hence the expression complexity of evaluating such for-
mulae is Pspace-complete. A similar argument works for the case where
also the number of xed point variables is bounded, but the structure is not
xed (combined complexity rather than expression complexity). We remark
that unwinding such LFP-formulae in innitary logic produces formulae of
unbounded width.
LFP-formulae of unbounded width. For LFP-formulae of unbounded
width, Theorem 6.8 only gives an exponential time bound. Indeed this cannot
be improved, even for very simple LFP-formulae [14].
Theorem 6.11 (Vardi) The model checking problem for LFP-formulae (of
unbounded width) is Exptime-complete, even for formulae with only one xed-
point operator, and on a xed structure with only two elements.
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